Over the years, interpretivism has been gradually gaining ground in Information Systems (IS) research. At the heart of this interpretivist movement (which has helped to advance its cause) is a belief in theoretical and methodological pluralism.
I. INTRODUCTION THE EMERGENCE OF INTERPRETIVISM IN INFORMATION SYSTEMS (IS) RESEARCH
Over the years, the IS discipline has been advancing toward greater scientific maturity in terms of the unique contributions of its knowledge and the extent to which such knowledge is disseminated across the scientific community as a whole [Baskerville and Myers 2002; Katerattanakul et al. 2006] . One key factor has been an increasing conviction within the discipline that researchers should extend their foci from only "the technology (hardware, software, data, networks) or the social setting (people, business processes, politics, economics, psychology, culture, organization, and management) to rich phenomena that emerge from the interactions between the two" [Lee 1999a ]. Indeed, it has been argued that a distinctive contribution of the IS field lies in its focus on phenomena "that emerge whenever the technological and the social come into contact with, react to, and transform each other" [Lee 1999a ]. At the same time, it is important to be mindful that IS research is different from traditional scientific research in that it has to develop a body of academic knowledge while providing practice-oriented insights relevant to the industry [Harvey and Myers 1995] .
When considering the pursuance of these multi-faceted objectives, recognition of the positivistinterpretivist tension that has permeated the IS discipline for much of the past decade is important [Walsham 1995; Orlikowski and Baroudi 1991] . To recap, on one side of this "divide" are the socalled "mainstream navigators" while on the other side are the "knights of change" [Landry and Banville 1992] . The former group is said to consist of followers of the dominant approach of positivism, while the latter group strives to advance the cause of new methods or theories and include supporters of interpretivism. While there has been ongoing critique of positivism over the years (post-positivism is an attempt to address these criticisms), it is increasingly clear that the interpretivist approach is gradually gaining ground in IS research [Prus 1996; Walsham 1995] . At the heart of this interpretivist movement (which has helped to advance its cause) is a belief in theoretical and methodological pluralism -that alternative interpretive understandings can be valuable by offering different but equally interesting insights [Walsham 1995] .
THEORETICAL PLURALISM
In many disciplines, the concept of theoretical pluralism is generally accepted on grounds that have been well elucidated by various philosophers of science. In other words, the case for a plurality of theories rather than a single, all-embracing theory to guide research is quite well understood. Perhaps the most eloquent statement on this issue comes from the domain of literary criticism. One of the chief architects of the Chicago Neo-Aristotelian school, Ronald S. Crane contends that the concept of pluralism is important in that "there are and have been many valid critical methods, each of which exhibits the literary object in a different light, and each of which has its characteristic powers and limitations" [Merton 1996 ].
In IS research, a variety of theoretical perspectives such as structuration theory, actor network theory, critical social theory and symbolic interactionism (albeit to a lesser extent than the others) have been used in different studies over time to illuminate various micro and macro aspects of complex phenomena. For example, symbolic interactionism emphasizes the need to examine the role of meaning and human interactions [Blumer 1998; Mead 1934] while critical social theory goes further to investigate the broader social, cultural, political, and historical contexts within which such interactions are conducted, as well as to provide a social critique in the hope of emancipating human actors [Ngwenyama and Lee 1997] .
METHODOLOGICAL PLURALISM
Similarly, methodological pluralism is generally well accepted in the absence of a single conclusive final methodological or epistemological principle [Samuels 1997 ]. On one hand, researchers accept that they have to choose between alternative methodologies each of which has its own internal limitations. On the other hand, methodological pluralism emphasizes that the object of study is likely to have many different facets that can be approached from different standpoints, and that in fact, different approaches may yield quite different theories and understanding.
In IS research, a variety of strategies of inquiry such as ethnography, grounded theory, case study and action research have been used to guide fieldwork in various organizational settings.
For example, the descriptive strengths of ethnography and the analytical edge of grounded theory have been leveraged in different studies over time to yield different insights related to specific IS phenomena. In this regard, particularly noteworthy is the fact that the constant comparative technique of data analysis used in grounded theory has been "informally" adopted over time by many qualitative researchers. Such adaptation has come about because the basic premise of the constant comparative method is compatible with the inductive, concept-building orientation of qualitative research in general [Merriam 1998 ].
INCREASING COMPLEXITY OF IS PHENOMENA
In interpretive IS research, the leverage of theoretical and methodological pluralism over time has thus helped to yield insights in many areas. However, IS phenomena are becoming increasingly complex. At the organizational level for instance, information systems have been described as attempts by human actors to concretize concepts and processes so as to algorithmically compress the complex elements of the organization into a "representation" suitable for the efficient communication of informational content [Chia 1998 ]. In this regard, the problem of "representation" versus "reality" has long been at the center of philosophical debates in many disciplines -for example, the philosophy of language has for years been grappling with issues such as the relationship between symbols and that which they stand for [Introna 1997 ]. In the IS discipline specifically, there has similarly been increasing cognizance of this issue (of representation vs. reality). Today, human actors are no longer depicted as simply "receiving prepackaged information to utilize in objective and neutral decision making" -instead, they are "always in the net of power" [Introna 1997 ]. Beyond just being "representations," the potential of information technologies (IT) to transform social and organizational life has also become an important theme in IS literature. Indeed, through interactions with workers, information technology (IT) has shaped and is continuing to shape new forms of practices and communities, while interacting with the economic, technical and social environments in organizations. Many studies have thus investigated the impact of IT on people, but such research has often revealed contradictory findings both within and across studies [Robey and Boudreau 1999] . For example, human involvement in the appropriation and use of IT has raised several seemingly paradoxical issues, for example: Does technology force users to improvise in order to integrate it into their work? Or do users actively, proactively, or reactively adjust such technologies accordingly to fit their work behaviors [Rolland and Herstad 2000] ? In a similar vein, do different users accept or resist a new technology because they subscribe to different notions of its implications? And how do these different notions arise in the first place? As IT becomes progressively more assimilated into social contexts, IS researchers require research approaches that contend with the increasing complexity of IS phenomena.
BEYOND THEORETICAL AND METHODOLOGICAL PLURALISM
Against this backdrop, we argue that there is a need to move beyond theoretical and methodological pluralism in the study of such increasingly complex IS phenomena. Unlike other social science disciplines, there has been little discussion in IS literature about how researchers can effectively combine the respective strengths of the informing theoretical perspective and the chosen strategy of inquiry during the course of an interpretive study. Specifically, we note that IS researchers have not adequately highlighted the implications of using a theoretical lens with a particular methodology in terms of their joint impact on all aspects of the research process, including due consideration of the ensuing criteria for ensuring trustworthiness of the resulting study. This discussion is important as effective leverage of the respective strengths may contribute towards greater insights into the phenomenon under study, while incompatibility between the theoretical perspective and the underlying strategy of inquiry may undermine the ability to triangulate data collection and analytic strategies (and ultimately, the trustworthiness of the research).
For example, many social science disciplines have generally appreciated the utility (and accompanying implications) of using symbolic interactionism as a theoretical perspective to guide [e.g., Prus 1996; Rock 2001] . Exemplar studies in those fields include many insightful works by various Chicago School sociologists on the action-seeking lifestyles of street youths [Sato 1992 ] -a particularly noteworthy study is Whyte's [1943] Street Corner Society. A more recent study by Mandell [1992] on childhood socialization also provides very interesting insights on the Meadian question of how little children move from private, hidden meanings to publicly shared understandings of involvement objects, and on how as an ethnographer, she [Mandell] did not try to "become a child" (a virtual impossibility) while trying to become as "minimally adult" as possible (a dialectical tension nevertheless). Such insights would not have been possible without leveraging the combined strengths of symbolic interactionism and ethnography. However, to the best of our knowledge, there are no similar exemplars of using symbolic interactionism to guide ethnographic research in IS literature.
In an eloquent treatise of the need to achieve greater (epistemological) coherence between the theory, methods and research which typifies the social sciences vis-à-vis the actual human lived experience, Prus [1996] provides an insightful treatment of the importance of combining symbolic interactionism with ethnography. In a similar vein, Rock [2001] usefully describes how the practice of this approach should flow directly from the organizing assumptions of symbolic interactionism itself. We extend this discussion by noting that while the empirical strengths of ethnography have been quite well discussed in IS literature (especially with regard to its ability to provide rich insights by focusing on actual practice in situ through prolonged immersion in the field, e.g. participant observation), a key weakness of many such studies lies in their lack of "conceptual depth" and in the tendency for the researcher to get overwhelmed by "huge amounts of disconnected data" [Charmaz and Mitchell 2001; Hammersley 1992] .
In fact, many ethnography accounts have been criticized as just providing common-sense descriptions, rather than theoretically grounded conceptual analyses [Hammersley 1992 ].
To complement the empirical strengths of ethnography while compensating for its lack of "conceptual depth," theoretical perspectives such as symbolic interactionism could be useful in guiding the IS researcher. But how can such a study be conducted so that the theoretical strengths of symbolic interactionism and the empirical strengths of ethnography are fully leveraged, while ensuring the trustworthiness of the findings?
In this regard, we note that such leverage and trustworthiness may be best realized through achieving congruence between the research question(s), the informing theoretical perspective, the chosen strategy of inquiry, the data collection methods used, the approach to analysis, and the products of the inquiry. Specifically, we argue that the researcher must actively seek to purposefully leverage the respective strengths of the informing theoretical perspective and the chosen strategy of inquiry throughout the research process (from research design to fieldwork preparation, data collection, data analysis, and culminating in the final written account), while being fully cognizant of the ensuing criteria for ensuring trustworthiness of the study. While the general idea behind this concept may be intuitive, its specific articulation is currently lacking. In this paper, it is our objective to bring much needed formality, structure and attention to the possible importance of such leverage in interpretive IS research. We contend that this contribution has value -and at a particularly important juncture in the development of the IS discipline.
FOCUS OF THIS PAPER
To reiterate, the purpose of this paper is to reflect on how the cause of interpretive IS research can be advanced by moving beyond theoretical and methodological pluralism to purposefully leverage the inherent strengths of the interpretivist paradigm. To demonstrate the possible importance of such leverage to interpretive IS research in this regard, we use the example of an ethnographic approach which is informed by symbolic interactionism. In so doing, we build on the work of Prus [1996] and Rock [2001] .
While other theoretical perspectives such as critical social theory, structuration theory and actor network theory may also be appropriate in informing the ethnographic approach, we focus on symbolic interactionism in this paper due to increasing interest in the role of symbolism within organizations [Turner 1990 ]. We believe that this theoretical perspective has the potential to highlight different identities or voices associated with different individuals, positions, or special interests in order to better understand the complexity of IS phenomena, while acknowledging shared realities. Furthermore, we note that in spite of its obvious theoretical strengths, this perspective has not received the attention it deserves in IS empirical research. More extensive application of this theoretical perspective could offer fresh and interesting insights in many IS research areas.
The rest of this paper will proceed as follows. We begin by enumerating the implications for IS research of combining the theoretical strengths of symbolic interactionism and the empirical strengths of ethnography in an interpretive study. Next, we assess the methodological fit between symbolic interactionism (as the informing theoretical perspective) and ethnography (as the chosen strategy of inquiry). Based on this fit, we then discuss how the benefits of the "symbolic interactionist ethnography" approach can be realized during the research process, while ensuring the trustworthiness of the findings. At the same time, we explicate how the analytical edge of the constant comparative method from grounded theory can enhance such an approach, by helping to move the ethnographic study toward theoretical interpretation of symbolic interactions in the particular research setting. We conclude by urging interested IS researchers to contemplate the applicability of such leverage for other combinations of theoretical perspectives and strategies of inquiry.
II. SYMBOLIC INTERACTIONIST ETHNOGRAPHY THEORETICAL STRENGTHS OF SYMBOLIC INTERACTIONISM
Symbolic interactionism is one of several interpretive approaches in social science research. This approach arises largely from the teachings of Mead [1934] but it was Blumer [1998, p. 2] who proved influential in developing it into a theoretical perspective with three basic assumptions related to the genesis and evolution of meaning and identity: "that human beings act toward things on the basis of the meanings that these things have for them"; "that the meaning of such things is derived from, and arises out of, the social interaction that one has with one's fellows"; "that these meanings are handled in, and modified through, an interpretive process used by the person in dealing with the things he encounters." Perhaps the most succinct distillation of the essence of symbolic interactionism comes from Blumer [1997, p. 3] himself: "The symbolic interactionist approach rests upon the premise that human action takes place always in a situation that confronts the actor and that the actor acts on the basis of defining this situation that confronts him."
A survey of the literature reveals that the following enumeration of symbolic interactionism by Reynolds [1990, pp. 188-127] may best capture its theoretical strengths: reality is understood as a social production; interaction is symbolic; humans have the capacity to engage in self-reflexive behavior; the group is an important factor in the shaping and motivation of behavior; interactionism regards society as ongoing process; and social and physical environments set limits on behavior, but do not determine behavior. In this regard, Hall [1987] has provided analytic categories that focused symbolic interactionism on the meso domain, where situated activity, social structure, and history converge.
It is important to reiterate that symbolic interactionism is not just about the study of symbols. Instead, the significance of this theoretical perspective stems from its twin emphases on the importance (to understanding human behavior) of both symbols and the interpretative processes that under-gird day-to-day interactions [Patton 1990, p. 76] . The term "symbolic" refers to a basic premise that humans live in a world of objects (e.g., physical as well as social objects) that do not have intrinsic meanings. Instead, the meanings of objects arise out of the interpretations that people assign to them during the course of everyday social "interactions" with others. Out of these interactions, "shared " as well as local (to the actor) meanings emerge but are always subject to the possibility of change.
This continuing process of interpretation takes place primarily using the shared symbols of language.
People make sense of their world using symbols which convey the meanings of different objects, and these meanings (including the concept of self) in turn influence people's actions toward the objects [Swan and Bowers 1998 ]. Over the years, these ideas have been gradually extended by other prominent researchers such as Maines [1977] and Stryker [1981] , and as a result, symbolic interactionism has evolved into an influential school of thought, which has maintained its position in social science research [Prasad 1993 ].
IMPORTANCE OF SYMBOLIC INTERACTIONISM TO IS RESEARCH
In recent years, there has been increasing interest in the role of symbolism within organizations [Turner 1990 ]. Indeed, Staw [1985] argues that symbolism may have greater "predictive power over more conventional observations of variables."
Specifically, symbols may be playing a critical role in organizational life as they provide an important means for simplifying and understanding a complex world [Hirschheim and Newman 1991] .
Similarly, a theoretical recognition of the symbolic nature of computers and IT in organizations has gained strength [Prasad 1993] .
For example, Turkle [1984] critiqued past studies of computerization for not appreciating that the technology may evoke different symbolic meanings for different people. In the same vein, Brissy [1990] uses a "mystery-magic-alchemy" continuum to describe the symbolism of computers in organizations.
In IS literature, prominent researchers have similarly recognized the importance of symbolism to capture intersections between organizational and technological contexts.
For example, Hirschheim and Newman [1991] contend that symbolism holds promise in facilitating an understanding of the information systems development process, thus challenging a commonly held assumption that is based on conventional economic rationality. Similarly, Kendall and Kendall [1993] use metaphors as cognitive lenses to examine the system development process, while Robey and Markus [1984] describe the functions of rituals in the systems design process.
As noted by Prasad [1993] , symbolic aspects of computerized work can in fact be studied from various theoretical perspectives, including cognitive mapping, semiotics, cultural anthropology and rhetorical analysis; however, symbolic interactionism is particularly appropriate for the study of technological symbolism in organizations because it simultaneously emphasizes process issues (interactions) and the role of meaning [Prasad 1993 ]. As such, it is surprising that there have only been a few noteworthy organizational studies in IS literature which explicitly use this theoretical perspective. Prasad's [1993] and Gopal and Prasad's [2000] studies immediately come to mind, although Prasad's [1993] paper appeared in the Academy of Management Journal which is not a mainstream IS publication outlet.
In this regard, we argue that symbolic interactionism may hold considerable promise for IS research, since the prime focus of the discipline has always been on the rich phenomena that emerge from the interactions among information technologies, the users of these technologies, and the organizational and social contexts of such use. For example, Markus and Robey [1988] identify three conceptions of causal agency in IS literature: technological imperative, organizational imperative and emergent perspective.
Consistent with the philosophical foundations of symbolic interactionism, the emergent perspective holds that "the uses and consequences of information technology emerge unpredictably from complex social interactions." Similarly, other researchers have also argued that technology is socially constituted [e.g., Orlikowski 1992; Orlikowski and Robey 1991] . Collectively, these arguments imply that any inquiry of IT may benefit from an understanding of the influence of social interactions on the development, management and use of such technologies. 
EMPIRICAL STRENGTHS OF ETHNOGRAPHY
Ethnographic research comes from the discipline of social and cultural anthropology where an ethnographer is required to immerse him or herself in the life-worlds of the people studied [Lewis 1985 ]. In the process, the ethnographer generally relies on three sources of data to achieve such intimate familiarity: observation, participant-observation and interviews [Prus 1996] . By spending an extended period of time in the field, he/she seeks to place the phenomena in their social and cultural context. Observation and participant observation, inherently important elements of ethnography, offer opportunities to observe interactions among participants [Emerson, Fretz, and Shaw, 1995] . In this regard, extensive fieldnotes, based on observation and participant observation, provide the basis for data analysis and the final ethnographic account.
While lengthy, ethnography is intense and "data-rich" [Rock 2001 ]. Specifically, "ethnography is highly particular and hauntingly personal, yet it serves as a basis for grand comparison and understanding within and across a society" [Van Maanen 1988] . More importantly, the specific ethnographic voice adopted translates into realist, confessional or impressionist tales, each with its different but perhaps equally absorbing account of the researcher's immersion in the social world of others [Van Maanen 1988] . Pushing the boundaries even further, some ethnographers are passionate advocates of "vulnerable writing" based on the argument that such a writing style may produce poignant insights not possible with other ethnographic voices [Behar 1996 ]. With such empirical strengths, this strategy of inquiry is especially suited for research where the phenomenon is unclear, complex and embedded in a social system that is poorly understood or even unknown [LeCompte and Schensul 1999] .
IMPORTANCE OF ETHNOGRAPHY TO IS RESEARCH
Given that much of recent IS research has focused on the social and organizational contexts of information systems, ethnographic research has emerged as one important means of studying these contexts [Harvey and Myers 1995; Prasad 1997] . This is due to the inherent advantages of the ethnographic approach which can facilitate an in-depth understanding of the focal IT, the actors involved, the organization, and the broader context of the IT usage [Myers 1999 ]. In particular, participant-observation "allows the researcher to get infinitely closer to the lived experiences of the participants than does straight observation" [Prus 1996, p.19] . Such lived experiences include "the shaping, the forging, the forming, the constructing, the implementing, the ad hocing, the building up, of human interaction" [Prus 1996, p. 148] which are inherent in many current-day IS phenomena. In this way, existing assumptions may often be challenged as a result of acquiring new knowledge and vital information about the IS phenomenon in question. For the ethnographic researcher, the key to an accurate understanding lies in striving for as much balance in representation as possible, by developing a "thorough appreciation of where and in what ways one's own experiences may approximate and differ from those of others in the setting" [Prus 1996, p. 20] . Relevant IS research topics that are suited to the ethnographic approach thus include a wide range of important investigative studies including but not limited to the longitudinal and complex dynamics involved in enterprise-wide system design and implementations, IT-based organizational change, business process reengineering, organizational learning projects, and IT functional and project management [Davies 1991; Davies and Nielsen 1992; Hughes et. al. 1992; Myers 1999; Orlikowski 1991; Preston 1991; Schultze 2001] .
METHODOLOGICAL FIT BETWEEN SYMBOLIC INTERACTIONISM AND ETHNOGRAPHY
As a theoretical perspective, symbolic interactionism does offer some limited guidance regarding the actual conduct of the research [see Blumer 1998 ] but as cogently argued by Prus [1996] , the interactionist researcher will benefit greatly from the complementary use of the ethnographic approach.
On the other hand, many ethnographic studies have been criticized for lack of conceptual depth [Hammersley 1992 ]; as such, ethnographers may benefit from the use of symbolic interactionism as a theoretical perspective to guide the research. To understand the methodological fit between symbolic interactionism and ethnography in this regard, it is important [Guba and Lincoln 1994] .
Firstly, the ontological position of symbolic interactionism is that local (multiple) as well as shared constructed realities exist for the individuals or groups holding the constructions. Out of ongoing day-to-day interactions, shared as well as local meanings emerge (and are continually subject to change). To elaborate, while people may thus symbolically subscribe to certain (shared) notions at a broader level, these notions may convey different (local) meanings for different people in different institutional contexts [Gopal and Prasad 2000; Prasad 1993 ]. For example, although computerization may symbolize chaos and turmoil in a particular organization as a whole, the meanings of chaos may differ between different groups/individuals within that organization [Prasad 1993 ]. Secondly, in terms of epistemology, the investigator and the object of investigation are assumed to be interactively linked so that the "findings are literally created as the investigation proceeds." With regards to methodology, symbolic interactionism's position is that local (multiple) and shared constructions of reality can be elicited and refined only through interaction among the investigator and respondents in naturalistic settings where behavior can be observed. These constructions are then interpreted, and compared/contrasted through a dialectical interchange.
Considering its ontological, epistemological, and methodological positions, any research work grounded in this theoretical perspective clearly requires a strategy of inquiry that is empirically sensitive to the human capacity for symbolic interaction [Prus 1996 ]. In fact, at a high level, this perspective appears to fit best with the broad methodological underpinnings of ethnography: an empirical method based on immersion in the setting being studied which remains open to elements unknown at the start of the study; and grounded in the observed phenomenon in the field.
To realize the synergy between this theoretical perspective and the strategy of inquiry used, Prus [1996, pp.15-18 ] presents a set of assumptions that researchers working within an interactionist/interpretive tradition will normally make when conducting field research, which is summarized as follows: Human group life is intersubjective, (multi) perspectival, reflective, activity-based, negotiable, relational, and processual. More specifically, four major interactionist implications for ethnographic research are discernible: respecting the essence of the subject matter (nature of human group life), achieving intimate familiarity (with the phenomenon), developing concepts (sensitive to the phenomenon) that can foster comparisons and contrasts, and understanding the process of interactions [Prus 1996] . Lending voice to this refrain, Rock [2001] adds that the ethnographic study grounded in this theoretical perspective will be tentative, interactive, creative, and selective -a process that occurs with the researcher moving backwards and forwards, encountering negations and transcending them.
Specifically, the ethnographer engaged in a study using a symbolic interactionist lens should always be cognizant of: the intersubjective nature of human behavior; the interpretations that the actors attach to themselves, other people and other objects with which they interact; the ways in which the actors do things on both an individual and interactive basis; the attempts that the actors make to influence (as well as accommodate and resist the inputs and behaviors of) others; the bonds that the actors develop with others over time and the ways in which they attend to these relationships; and the processes, natural histories, or sequences of interactions that the actors develop and experience over time [Prus 1996 ].
In short, the great advantage of the symbolic interactionist ethnography approach is that combining the theoretical strengths of the interactionist perspective with the empirical strengths of ethnography may enable the interpretive IS researcher to get much closer to the actual "human lived experience" [Prus 1996 ]. At the same time, it is important to note that such an approach requires the researcher to appreciate and manage the complexities of applying a theoretical lens (symbolic interactionism) to the ethnographic approach. Cognition of the intersubjective nature of human behavior requires the ethnographer to acknowledge his/her role in the construction and interpretation of participant observation, interview data and field note data. to reflexivity, which is often not apparent in ethnographic research, because immersion in the field is thought to deal with potential researcher effects on the data. Attending to actions which represent accommodation and resistance requires ethnographers to take account of structural features and group interaction around IT in context. Moreover, processuality and temporality assume importance in understanding sequences of interactions and relationships. Ethnography does not provide direction for incorporating particular ways of conceptualizing thick description, whereas when symbolic interactionism is used as a theoretical lens with ethnography, such considerations are necessary. In short, the research process based on such an approach must take into account the above issues, all of which are important in ensuring the trustworthiness of the study.
IMPORTANCE OF SYMBOLIC INTERACTIONIST ETHNOGRAPHY TO IS RESEARCH
While Gopal and Prasad [2000] did not specifically make use of ethnographic inquiry, their interactionist study of the group decision support systems (GDSS) phenomenon points to the great potential of leveraging the ethnographic approach in such research. Indeed, they explicitly point to the possible rich insights that may result from studying GDSS in symbolic context through immersion in the research setting. Similarly, Prasad [1993] notes that as a theoretical perspective, symbolic interactionism simultaneously emphasizes process issues in addition to the role of meaning. By employing ethnographic methods, Prasad was able to capture a rich processual view of events (pre-computerization vs. post-computerization) as they unfolded in her research setting.
On the other hand, Schlosser's [2002] interactionist study (in the Journal of Organizational Behavior) of wireless technology use was less successful in capturing such process issues as the researcher relied mainly on interviews instead of extended fieldwork.
In fact, Schlosser acknowledged that future researchers would find value in a more extended ethnographic study (including forms of observation) which will allow for a deeper examination of the humantechnology interaction (which her interview-based study did not permit).
In short, focusing on actual practice in situ while being guided by the interactionist perspective may help to facilitate the conduct of research that pursues both academic knowledge and practice-oriented insights [Rock 2001 ]. Such a joint pursuit is fundamental to the IS discipline [Harvey and Myers 1995] and continues to be a challenge to IS researchers, particularly with regards to the need to more keenly examine the ongoing two-way interactions between technology and the social setting [Lee 1999a [Lee , 1999b . Specifically, prominent researchers have long been aware of the importance of symbolism when organizational and technological contexts intersect [e.g., Hirschheim and Newman 1991; Kendall and Kendall 1993; Robey and Markus 1984; Prasad 1993 ] but yet this very much still remains an under-researched area. In this regard, the interactionist ethnography approach can help the researcher to discern symbolic meanings in various IS contexts, the gradual sedimentation of certain of these meanings (versus the relative impermanence of others), and how such evolving meanings can lead to action [Prasad 1993 ].
For example, acceptance of versus resistance to the implementation of new and evolving types of information technologies are being studied with somewhat mixed results in IS literature [Lauer and Rajagopalan 2002] . In this regard, we argue that the interactionist ethnographic approach may be of help in dissecting these multi-faceted issues. This is because the use of the interactionist perspective will help to focus the researcher on the complex social interactions that result in acceptance versus resistance. The study of the original meaning/influence of existing symbols and shared meanings can help to shed light on what is most important to the people who are affected, who will be most resistant to change, and what will be most necessary to change if the project is to move forward in the new charted direction [Patton 1990 ]. Furthermore, the use of the ethnographic approach will enable the interactionist researcher to achieve intimate familiarity with the phenomenon as it gradually evolves in its particular social and cultural context. Specifically, when informed by symbolic interactionism, such keen observation emphasizes objects or symbols that come into play [Emerson et al., 1995] . The researcher will be able to 
ANALYTICAL EDGE OF CONSTANT COMPARATIVE METHOD FROM GROUNDED THEORY
Grounded theory [Glaser and Strauss 1967; Strauss and Corbin 1998 ] shares a similarity with ethnography in having common roots in Chicago School of Sociology with its pragmatist philosophical foundations [Charmaz and Mitchell 2001] .
It derives much of its theoretical underpinnings from symbolic interactionism.
Grounded theorists give priority to "generating" an inductive theory from data [Glaser, 1992] . At the actual working level, the researcher begins by coding the data in close, systematic ways so that he can generate analytic categories. He/she further elaborates and integrates these categories by making frequent comparisons across the data. Indeed, for reasons as mentioned earlier, this constant comparative method of data analysis has been "informally" adopted over time by many qualitative researchers [Merriam 1998 ].
IMPORTANCE OF CONSTANT COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS TO SYMBOLIC INTERACTIONIST ETHNOGRAPHY
In spite of the clear empirical strengths of the ethnographic approach, a potential problem with many such studies is getting overwhelmed by huge amounts of disconnected data, which often results in low-level description or lists of poorly integrated categories [Charmaz and Mitchell 2001] . In fact, there is a traditional concern in ethnographic research with the unsystematic nature of observational methods [Angrosino and May de Perez 2000]. Werner and Schoepfle [1987] attempt to address this concern by suggesting a typology of observation processes representing increasingly deep understanding of the setting being studied: descriptive observation, focused observation, and selective observation.
In this paper, we build on Werner and Schoepfle's work by suggesting that the adaptation of the constant comparative method from grounded theory could provide the analytical edge in facilitating transitions between these three stages. The next section of the paper has a detailed example of the application of this technique, in which we demonstrate how much-needed structure and "formality" can be brought to the use of the constant comparative method in ethnographic research (in contrast to its currently "informal" use by many qualitative researchers). We argue that this "formal" adaptation of the constant comparative method may help to move the ethnographic study towards theoretical interpretation of symbolic interactions in varied IS research settings, by greatly assisting the ethnographer in focusing and structuring the data collection and analysis process [Charmaz and Mitchell 2001; Emerson et al. 1995] .
At this time, it is important to reiterate that we are not advocating the incorporation of all aspects of grounded theory -in fact, we have a much more modest aim: that of incorporating the idea of constant comparisons as an enlightening approach to assist ethnographers during the process of analysis [Urquhart 2001] . Beyond this, it is not our ambition to engage the various key tenets of the grounded theory domain -an area that over the years has developed into two distinct variants, one favored by Glaser, the other by Strauss, the co-originators of the method [Melia 1996 ]. Indeed, there has been much controversy over the key tenets of grounded theory, with Glaser objecting strongly to many ideas in the book written by Anselm Strauss and Juliet Corbin in 1990 [Urquhart 2001] . At the same time, this book and its subsequent revised edition Corbin 1990, 1998 ] have become key readings for many PhD students aspiring to do grounded theory studies. Particularly worrying is that in the midst of such uncertainty, there is anecdotal evidence that the widespread use of grounded theory methods today includes many specious claims of its use. More importantly in the context of this paper, Urquhart [2001] [Merriam 1998 ]: (Glaser 1992, p.43) 
Using constant comparison method gets the analyst to the desired "conceptual power," with ease and joy. Categories emerge upon comparison and properties emerge upon more comparison. And that is all there is to it

III. IMPLICATIONS FOR THE LONGITUDINAL RESEARCH PROCESS
To realize the aforementioned synergies inherent in the symbolic interactionist ethnography approach, we argue that congruence needs to be achieved between the research question(s), the informing theoretical perspective, the chosen strategy of inquiry, the data collection methods used, the approach to analysis and the products of the inquiry. More particularly, the researcher must actively seek to purposefully leverage the respective strengths of using symbolic interactionism (as a theoretical perspective) and ethnography (as a strategy of inquiry) throughout the whole research process (from research design to fieldwork preparation, data collection, data analysis, and culminating in the final written account), while being fully cognizant of the ensuing criteria for ensuring trustworthiness of the study. In the rest of this paper, we provide detailed guidance for achieving such leverage.
RESEARCH DESIGN
In an interactionist ethnographic study, the research design must obviously be consistent with the ontological and epistemological assumptions of symbolic interactionism, as well as the methodological underpinnings of ethnography. As such, research questions need to be focused primarily on the symbolic and emergent aspects of the phenomena being studied and on processuality, with emphasis on the multiplicities of meaning and the role of self and identity in mediating local and shared interpretations [Gopal and Prasad 2000] .
The study should, therefore, be conducted in a naturalistic field setting where behavior (human-human as well as human-IT interactions) can be observed through prolonged immersion. Such immersion will also permit the researcher to have access to multiple viewpoints.
PREPARING FOR FIELDWORK (I): TRUSTWORTHINESS CONSIDERATIONS
In qualitative research, ensuring the trustworthiness of the final account is critical. In this regard, Hammersley [1992] has described many attempts over the years to try to define criteria for conducting rigorous qualitative research. More recently, Sandelowski and Barroso [2002] observe that scholars across the social science disciplines "have sought to define what a good, valid and/or trustworthy qualitative study is . . . and to describe and codify techniques for both ensuring and recognizing good studies" but they [Sandelowski and Barroso] conclude that there remains no consensus as yet.
Adding to this refrain, Rolfe [2006] argues that instead of searching for an overarching set of criteria, researchers should instead acknowledge the existence of a multiplicity of qualitative paradigms, each requiring very different approaches for judging trustworthiness.
Indeed, each research study (based on a selected research methodology and as informed by a particular theoretical perspective) must be appraised on its own merits, with the implication that all published research reports should include a reflexive research diary [Rolfe 2006 ].
We extend the foregoing discussion by noting that the researcher-subject relationship issues of reflexivity, relationality, and reciprocity [Lincoln 1995 ] are very much pertinent to the interactionist ethnographic study.
Reflexivity acknowledges the influence of investigator-participant interactions on the research process while relationality addresses power and trust relationships between participants and researchers [Hall and Callery 2001; Lincoln 1995] . On the other hand, reciprocity addresses the issue of caring and mutuality (i.e., the issue of the researcher participating in the study on reciprocating terms) [Lincoln 1995] .
In an interactionist ethnographic study, due consideration of reflexivity, relationality and reciprocity is especially important because this approach requires the researcher to interpret "entities that themselves interpret the worlds they experience" [Prus 1996 ]. First, in ethnographic research, the researcher is interpreting the phenomenon based on vast amounts of data gathered during his/her immersion in the field. There is a high degree of existential engagement and ongoing socialization on the part of the researcher whose intent is to focus the spotlight on the life-worlds of the participants (Arnould 1998 ]. However, doing this effectively requires a certain amount of constant interactional role playing on the part of the researcher, which may in turn shape what is recorded in the fieldnotes. In the symbolic interactionist view, people will also try to make sense of being studied and can thus "interact" with the researcher in widely different ways in an ethnographic study (with the possibility of thus altering the natural patterns and flow of interactions in the field). This latter point is consistent with the principles espoused by Klein and Myers [1999] relating to the importance of considering the interactions between IS researchers and subjects, and of adopting a position of suspicion during the course of the research. A position of suspicion requires consideration of power dynamics and trust relationships between researchers and participants, which may influence the construction of the data [Hall and Callery, 2001] . Therefore, in an interactionist ethnographic study, we argue that ensuring trustworthiness of the final account should be done as proactively and as transparently as possible. In support of this objective, the appropriate criteria for rigor should be clearly identified at the start of the research.
PREPARING FOR FIELDWORK (II): PROPOSED CRITERIA FOR THE INTERACTIONIST ETHNOGRAPHIC STUDY
Based on the foregoing discussion, close examination of Hammersley's arguments reveals that intertwined with due consideration of reflexivity, relationality and reciprocity, Lincoln and Guba's [1985] criteria may be most appropriate to govern data collection and analysis in an interactionist ethnographic study: credibility, dependability, transferability, and confirmability. Developed in response to the need to ensure rigor in a qualitative study, these criteria (and their accompanying techniques/procedures such as "prolonged engagement," "persistent observation," "triangulation," "member checks," and "providing thick description") are rooted in the naturalistic paradigm of inquiry and have served as an effective counterbalance to traditional positivist concerns of internal validity, external validity, construct validity, and reliability. Also importantly, these criteria would ensure auditability of research decisions made and ongoing documentation of the research process, while respecting the processual nature of the interactionist ethnographic approach.
The credibility criterion refers to the "truth" of the findings, as viewed through the eyes of the subjects and within the context in which the research was done. Dependability refers to whether the results are consistent with the data collected. Transferability refers to the applicability of the study's findings to new contexts. Finally, the confirmability of a study refers to freedom from bias in the research procedure and results.
In an interactionist ethnographic study, we therefore suggest that attention be paid to the above seven criteria to ensure due consideration of researcher-subject relationships and the techniques/procedures by which data are collected and analyzed. In this regard, appropriate documentation should be proactively and transparently maintained to reflect these intertwined criteria so that the reader of the final ethnographic account can better judge the quality (trustworthiness) of the findings. Indeed, such documentation in the form of methodological, analytic, contextual and personal response information [Rodgers and Cowles 1993] should be purposefully incorporated as part of the ongoing process of writing ethnographic fieldnotes.
For example, the interactionist ethnographer should ensure that his/her fieldnotes contain appropriate methodological documentation to reflect evidence of "prolonged engagement," "persistent observation," and "triangulation." Specifically, information should be provided about the dates, duration and nature of interviews, observations and participant-observations as well as the roles of participants who were interviewed and/or observed [Rodgers and Cowles 1993] . In addition, the documentation should describe the basis for informant selection, as well as the social context from which the data were collected. An explicit description of rationale/decisions related to the research design and data collection process, as well as copies of transcripts and collected documents should also be provided as a chain of evidence.
The fieldnotes should also contain analytic documentation to record the researcher's thought processes while sorting, categorizing and comparing data, and conceptualizing patterns that emerge as the data were examined and coded. In addition, contextual documentation recorded in the fieldnotes will aid in eventually writing the final report. Examples are documentation, which not only describes activities and behaviors of the primary data sources, but also describes observations, events and other factors related to the context of the data collection and the actual data collection process, such as nonverbal behaviors during interviews. Such documentation will serve as contextual data while doing analysis and may eventually add significantly to the "thick description" necessary in the final reporting.
Finally, personal response documentation in the fieldnotes should explicitly address the issues of reflexivity, relationality and reciprocity [Lincoln 1995] .
Specifically, the researcher's conceptualization of the original study area, his/her background or knowledge base relative to the area, his/her relationships with the participants, and his/her psychological and emotional responses to the participants and the data all need to be reflexively documented, because from a symbolic interactionist perspective, data are constructed and, as such, contribute to the study's final outcomes. In addition, such documentation should also pay due attention to ethics.
In qualitative research, ethical considerations have always been important due to the nature of relationships, with trust and power implications for researchers and participants [Angrosino and May de Perez 2000]. In interactionist ethnographic research in particular, there is a heightened concern with ethics. In fact, the role of the interactionist ethnographer is inevitably highly charged with ongoing ethical dilemmas due to the processual nature of the approach which entails a high degree of existential engagement, ongoing socialization, and interactional role-playing on the part of the researcher [Arnould 1998 ]. Therefore, the interactionist ethnographer needs to be reflexive with regard to ethical issues concerning researcher-subject relationships. Beyond obvious moral considerations, such a concern for ethics will eventually translate into greater trustworthiness of the study [Lincoln 1995] .
In summary, trustworthiness of the interactionist ethnographic study rests not only on the auditable and documented procedures by which the data are collected and analyzed (based on the criteria of dependability, credibility, confirmability, and transferability), but also on how the researcher-subject relationship issues in terms of reflexivity, relationality, and reciprocity were handled during the course of the research [Lincoln 1995] . Locating oneself and documenting transparently (with the help of appropriate documentation in the fieldnotes) during the research endeavor is essential for establishing a context within which others can judge whether they can trust the findings of the study. To reiterate, such due cognizance of the identified criteria for ensuring trustworthiness of the study is needed throughout the whole research process.
CONDUCTING THE FIELDWORK (I): DATA COLLECTION
For data collection, the ethnographic approach requires that observation, participant-observation and interviews be done during lengthy immersion in the field and through the researcher's intense contact with subjects in the research setting. As mentioned previously, there is a traditional concern in ethnographic research with the unsystematic nature of observational methods, which Werner and Schoepfle [1987] attempt to address by suggesting a typology of observation processes for more systematic fieldwork: descriptive observation, focused observation, and selective observation.
Following Werner and Schoepfle, the ethnographic study should, therefore, be conducted by first beginning with descriptive observation, during which the researcher is open to everything that is going on and takes nothing for granted. In this way, the ethnographer "learns about context and content, meaning and action, structures and actors" [Charmaz and Mitchell 2001] . It is through such broad and gradual immersion that the researcher will begin to understand what is and is not relevant to the research. Once that understanding is reached, the study would move into focused observation during which the researcher will conduct more focused interviews to determine meaning associated with symbols and to concentrate on emerging themes.
Finally, the researcher would move into selective observation, during which he/she will self-consciously collect a series of incidents and interactions of the "same type" and look for regularities in them, while being open to variations from emerging patterns.
In an ethnographic study, this first-hand participatory activity is inter-connected with the concurrent process of writing fieldnotes [Emerson et al. 1995] . Writing fieldnotes involves inscriptions of witnessed events, persons and interactions, and always invokes processes of selection and presentation. This process is, therefore, a critical activity, and here, Emerson et al. [1995] provide some guidelines which are informed by the symbolic interactionist perspective. First, the interactionist ethnographer should write fieldnotes in ways that capture and preserve indigenous meanings (i.e., understanding what the participants' experiences mean to them). Second, he/she should focus on the finely-grained vivid details of interaction processes through which members of the setting create and sustain specific, local social realities. Above all, the ethnographer should reflexively document his/her own activities, circumstances, and emotional responses in the fieldnotes, as these factors may shape the process of observing and recording others' lives.
Finally, interview transcripts should preserve interactional details observed during each session. Documents (such as meeting minutes and company notices) should also be collected, as they may reflect important structural and interactional elements in the setting and possibly assist in moving a study guided by symbolic interactionism into the meso domain.
CONDUCTING THE FIELDWORK (II): DATA ANALYSIS
Since the interactionist ethnographer will end up with a huge amount of data, analytic strategies should be used from the beginning, which include regularly reviewing and developing ideas as the research progresses. In fact, analysis should pervade all phases of the research processas the researcher undertakes data collection, records the data collected in fieldnotes and transcripts, codes the contents of these and other collected documents, detects pervasive patterns in the data, generates themes and develops relationships between them [Emerson et al. 1995] . Such ongoing analysis may, in turn, direct further data collection by raising new questions [Spradley 1979 ]. In short, interactionist ethnographic immersion is a longitudinal process during which the researcher constantly goes back and forth between data collection and analysis in finetuning his/her emerging interpretations of ongoing symbolic interactions.
In this regard, we argue that the fieldwork process can be facilitated by the adaptation of the constant comparative technique from grounded theory. Specifically, the use of constant comparative analysis may provide an analytic edge by facilitating the transitions between the aforementioned three stages (descriptive, focused and selective observation) and by placing analysis at the forefront from the inception of the research. In adapting this technique for the interactionist ethnographhic approach, we draw largely on the work of Charmaz and Mitchell [2001] , Emerson et al. [1995] and Locke [2001] . In particular, we note that the techniques of open coding, comparing, and initial memo-making related to the constant comparative method will help the ethnographer move from descriptive to focused observation, while the techniques of focused coding, integrating categories (and their properties), and integrative memo-making will help to move from focused to selective observation.
From Descriptive to Focused Observation
To facilitate the transition from descriptive to focused observation, we suggest the use of open coding [Emerson et al. 1995] as the first step in developing conceptual categories, because it raises analytic questions about the data.
Subsequent data collection and coding provides ongoing checks on previous codes. By constantly engaging with and asking questions of their data (in addition to engaging with their subjects), ethnographers begin to create the correspondence between experience and social scientific portrayals of them [Charmaz and Mitchell 2001] .
Comparing occurs in tandem with coding and is critical to creating conceptual categories. Researchers compare data incidents with other data incidents, and also compare data fragments with the evolving conceptual categories. Researchers are thus always moving from examination of data incidents to create categories and back to data incidents again to test and refine categories [Locke 2001 ].
At the same time, writing initial memos [Emerson et al. 1995] during the initial reading of interview transcripts or fieldnotes can help to capture an idea that has been sparked by a particular incident. When subsequently developing categories, the constant comparative process may also give birth to emergent themes. Initial memo-making provides the ethnographer with the analytic space to play with these ideas and to check their utility by constantly going back and forth between these memos and observations in the field.
From Focused to Selective Observation
Researchers can move from focused to selective observation by conducting fieldwork with the aim of integrating categories through full development of conceptual categories and their relationships. At this point, there is a slight shift in the coding and comparative activities. First, conceptual categories should be further articulated so that they can account for both similarity and variation in the exemplifying data incidents [Locke 2001 ]. This can be done through the use of focused coding [Emerson et al. 1995] . Rather than focusing on comparing data incidents to each other, efforts should now be focused on comparing data incidents to conceptual categories and thinking about their properties or dimensions.
In order to arrange categories so that they begin to add up to a conceptual "whole" (a conceptual framework or a set of coherent, emergent themes), the conceptual elements should be compared in order to clarify the relationships between the categories and their properties. At this stage, integrative memo-making [Emerson et al. 1995] can support the researcher's efforts to articulate the significance of the categories and to begin working out the relationships between the analytic elements [Locke 2001 ].
From Selective Observation to the final Ethnographic Account
As categories and their relationships are developed, the use of the comparative process will help in finalizing the boundaries of conceptual development at two levels. At the level of the framework, the researcher makes decisions about "conceptual reduction," thereby choosing what to include and what to ignore when composing a particular story from the data. At the level of the categories, this conceptual reduction will help the researcher to focus on the more relevant and robust categories, and to drop less central categories from the framework [Locke 2001] . Memos produced at earlier stages will offer the theoretical substance for the ethnographic account, in terms of providing both the content for the categories and a way to frame the written presentation [Locke 2001 ].
An Analytical Edge in Addition to Ethnography's Empirical Strengths
In summary, the emphasis of the constant comparative method on active coding has advantages for ethnographic research. Ethnographers can see and connect actions and contexts early in their studies, because constant comparisons will lead ethnographers to compare data with data (and with emerging categories) from the beginning of data collection, instead of waiting till all the data are in. Subsequently, ongoing active coding and constant comparing enable ethnographers to show how categories are connected in a larger, overall framework [Charmaz and Mitchell 2001] . However, the various steps above must not be forced upon the data. Instead, timely movement between the three stages (descriptive, focused, and selective observation) is dependent on the researcher allowing the categories to gradually emerge from the data, as part of his/her ongoing immersion in the setting.
Therefore, without losing any of the advantages of rich ethnographic immersion, the constant comparative method provides the analytical edge to help the ethnographer move towards theoretical interpretation of symbolic interactions in the research setting.
THE FINAL INTERACTIONIST ETHNOGRAPHY ACCOUNT: BEYOND THICK DESCRIPTION
In concert with the need for "thick description" [Geertz 1973 ], Golden-Biddle and Locke [1993] identify three important criteria for high quality ethnographic writing: authenticity (demonstrate that the researcher was indeed immersed in the field), plausibility (present the findings as relevant to the common concerns of the audience) and criticality (move the readers to reexamine their own taken-for-granted assumptions).
In an interactionist ethnographic study, the combination of symbolic interactionism as a theoretical perspective and ethnography as a strategy of inquiry imply that the findings should begin as thick description in which the researcher describes and analyzes symbolic forms and interactions -words, images, institutions, behaviors -with respect to one another and to the whole that they comprise. However, when an ethnographic study is guided by the interactionist perspective, the final account should move beyond thick description to embrace processual or temporal aspects of the phenomenon. This is because symbolic interactionism embodies a kind of general theory as to the nature of the causes that produce the complex forms of social behavior under study [Lindesmith 1992 ]. Specifically, the cause of a complex IS phenomenon (as is the case for many social phenomena) is not a condition, variable, thing or event but, in fact, is a set of interactional processes which in their later stages produce or become the effect [Dewey 1938 ]. Indeed, Lindesmith [1992] ventures that "what is called effect and what is called cause depends upon the particular stage or aspect of the total process that is taken as the problem."
A "moving" thick description (that incorporates processuality and/or temporality while offering rich insights) will therefore do greater justice to the strengths of the interactionist ethnographic approach -a good example of such an account that goes beyond descriptive detail is that of Mandell [1992] which indicates how little children gradually move from private meanings to publicly shared understandings of involvement objects. In the IS context, such processuality is especially important since the interactionist researcher needs to focus not only on human-tohuman interactions but also on two-way human-IT interactions, in keeping with the socially constituted nature of information technology [Orlikowski 1992; Orlikowski and Robey 1991] .
Finally, we have previously discussed how the researcher's "filters" may come into play during data collection and analysis. In order to be reflexive about such "filters," the author should transparently demonstrate in the final account how the various criteria for proactively ensuring trustworthiness were incorporated in the study. In this regard, the various documentation logs (methodological, analytic, contextual, and personal response) maintained during the course of the research will prove useful as a basis for such reflexivity.
Although not an interactionist study, Schultze's [2000] confessional account of her ethnography about IT-related knowledge work is a compelling example of how reflexivity can be appropriately applied in IS research. In particular, she assesses the trustworthiness of her own study based on a selected set of criteria. Though not ethnographic studies, Gopal and Prasad [2000] and Walsham and Sahay [1999] have likewise transparently assessed the trustworthiness of their GDSS and GIS research respectively; this allows readers to judge the degree to which they can trust the findings.
IV. CONCLUSION
Over the years, the role of information technology has become increasingly complex as it has become a key enabler of social change that shapes new forms of practices and communities, while interacting with the economic, technical and social environments in organizations. Compounding this situation is the seemingly incessant trail of new technologies as well as new functionalities being added on to existing technologies, and the extensive integration and interlinkage between such technologies and people. In other words, many IS phenomena are increasing in complexity as well as fluidity, with the need to focus on intricate human-to-human and human-IT interactions.
As such, today's IS researchers face a heavy intellectual responsibility to dissect such phenomena incisively and in a timely manner so as to stay relevant to the needs of the industry.
Against this backdrop, this paper's contribution lies in our exposition of how the inherent strengths of the interpretivist paradigm can be further leveraged to address increasingly complex IS phenomena. Specifically, we suggest moving beyond theoretical and methodological pluralism to purposefully leverage the respective strengths of the informing theoretical perspective and the chosen strategy of inquiry. This is based on our observation that there has been little discussion in IS literature on how interpretive researchers can effectively combine these strengths during the course of such a study. In particular, we note that IS researchers have not adequately highlighted the implications of using a theoretical lens with a particular methodology in terms of their impact on all aspects of the research process. Considering the increasing complexity of IS phenomena, such a gap in the IS research methods literature needs to be addressed.
In support of our argument about the importance of addressing this gap, we use the symbolic interactionist ethnography approach as an example in this paper. This pertinent example is purposefully chosen because in IS literature, prominent researchers have long recognized the importance of symbolism when organizational and technological contexts intersect but yet this very much still remains an under-researched area. Specifically, we demonstrate that when an ethnographic study is guided by a symbolic interactionist theoretical lens, the empirical strengths of ethnography can complement the theoretical strengths of the interactionist perspective, by providing a platform for the researcher to understand the complex, fluid and longitudinal dynamics that emerge from the two-way interactions between technology and the social setting. In particular, we show how the interactionist perspective and the ethnographic approach can enrich the research process from the inception of the study to fieldwork preparation, data collection, data analysis and writing the final account. At the same time, we explicate how the analytical edge of constant comparative analysis can enhance such leverage during the fieldwork process.
In our fervor for rich contextual insights, it is paramount that researchers continue to maintain focus on ensuring the trustworthiness of their interpretive studies. In our "walk-through" example of the interactionist ethnographic approach, we have attempted to highlight the importance of a common theoretical-methodological thread for due consideration of rigor throughout the whole research process -this is done by constantly linking the written (ethnography) account and the (ethnographic) strategy/process of inquiry to its informing (symbolic interactionism) theoretical perspective. In this regard, we suggest attending to seven intertwined criteria for proactively and transparently enhancing the trustworthiness of the interactionist ethnographic study: credibility, dependability, transferability, confirmability, reflexivity, relationality, and reciprocity. These criteria would ensure explicit consideration not only of the techniques/procedures by which data are collected and analyzed, but also of the impact of researcher-subject relationships during the course of the study.
In closing, this paper is intended to provide a starting point for interested IS researchers to contemplate the applicability of such leverage for other combinations of theoretical perspectives and strategies of inquiry. For example, we have used Schlosser's [2002] study to highlight how symbolic interactionism may be incompatible with a strategy of inquiry that is solely interviewbased. Indeed, such a strategy of inquiry may be at odds with a basic premise of the theoretical perspective. As such, it would be interesting to explore other combinations so as to ascertain whether such leverage would be of great value or conversely, whether incompatibility between the theoretical perspective and the strategy of inquiry would undermine the trustworthiness of the resulting study. In short, we urge renewed introspection in interpretive IS research -and at this particularly important juncture in the development of the IS discipline.
